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Abstract

Roget’s Thesaurus has not been suffi-
ciently appreciated in Natural Language
Processing. We show that Roget's and
WordNet are birds of a feather. In a few
typical tests, we compare how the two re-
sources help measure semantic similarity.
One of the benchmarks is Miller and
Charles’ list of 30 noun pairs to which
human judges had assigned similarity
measures. We correlate these measures
with those computed by several NLP sys-
tems. The 30 pairs can be traced back to
Rubenstein and Goodenough’s 65 pairs,
which we have also studied. Our Roget’s-
based system gets correlations of .878 for
the smaller and .818 for the larger list of
noun pairs; this is quite close to the .885
that Resnik obtained when he employed
humans to replicate the Miller and
Charles experiment. We further evaluate
our measure by using Roget’s and Word-
Net to answer 80 TOEFL, 50 ESL and 300
Reader’s Digest questions: the correct
synonym must be selected amongst a
group of four words. Our system gets
78.75%, 82.00% and 74.33% of the ques-
tions respectively, better than any pub-
lished results.

1 Introduction

People identify synonyms — strictly speaking,
near-synonyms (Edmonds and Hirst, 2002) — such

as angel – cherub, without being able to define
synonymy properly. The term tends to be used
loosely, even in the crucially synonymy-oriented
WordNet with the synset as the basic semantic unit
(Fellbaum, 1998, p. 23). Miller and Charles (1991)
restate a formal, and linguistically quite inaccurate,
definition of synonymy usually attributed to Leib-
niz: “ two words are said to be synonyms if one can
be used in a statement in place of the other without
changing the meaning of the statement” . With this
strict definition there may be no perfect synonyms
in natural language (Edmonds and Hirst, ibid.). For
NLP systems it is often more useful to establish the
degree of synonymy between two words, referred
to as semantic similarity.

Miller and Charles’ semantic similarity is a
continuous variable that describes the degree of
synonymy between two words (ibid.). They argue
that native speakers can order pairs of words by
semantic similarity, for example ship – vessel, ship
– watercraft, ship – riverboat, ship – sail, ship –
house, ship – dog, ship – sun. The concept can be
usefully extended to quantify relations between
non-synonymous but closely related words, for
exampleairplane – wing.

Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) investi-
gated the validity of the assumption that “ ... pairs
of words which have many contexts in common
are semantically closely related”. This led them to
establish synonymy judgments for 65 pairs of
nouns with the help of human experts. Miller and
Charles (ibid.) selected 30 of those pairs, and stud-
ied semantic similarity as a function of the contexts
in which words are used. Others have calculated
similarity using semantic nets (Rada et al., 1989),
in particular WordNet (Resnik, 1995; Jiang and
Conrath, 1997; Lin, 1998; Hirst and St-Onge,



1998; Leacock and Chodorow, 1998) and Roget’s
Thesaurus (McHale, 1998), or statistical methods
(Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Turney, 2001)

We set out to test the intuition that Roget’s The-
saurus, sometimes treated as a book of synonyms,
allows us to measure semantic similarity effec-
tively. We propose a measure of semantic distance,
the inverse of semantic similarity (Budanitsky and
Hirst, 2001) based on Roget’s taxonomy. We con-
vert it into a semantic similarity measure, and em-
pirically compare to human judgments and to those
of NLP systems. We consider the tasks of assign-
ing a similarity value to pairs of nouns and choos-
ing the correct synonym of a problem word given
the choice of four target words. We explain in de-
tail the measures and the experiments, and draw a
few conclusions.

2 Roget’s Thesaurus Relations as a Meas-
ure of Semantic Distance

Resnik (1995) claims that a natural way of calcu-
lating semantic similarity in a taxonomy is to
measure the distance between the nodes that corre-
spond to the items we compare: the shorter the
path, the more similar the items. Given multiple
paths, we take the length of the shortest one. Res-
nik states a widely acknowledged problem with
edge counting. It relies on the notion that links in
the taxonomy represent uniform distances, and it is
therefore not the best semantic distance measure
for WordNet. We want to investigate this claim for
Roget’s, as its hierarchy is very regular.

We used a computerized version of the 1987
edition of Penguin’s Roget’s Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases (Kirkpatrick, 1998; Jarmasz
and Szpakowicz, 2001) to calculate the semantic
distance. Roget’s structure allows an easy imple-
mentation of edge counting. Given two words, we
look up in the index their references that point into
the Thesaurus. Next, we calculate all paths be-
tween references using Roget’s taxonomy.

Eight Classes head this taxonomy. The first
three, Abstract Relations, Space and Matter, cover
the external world. The remaining ones, Formation
of ideas, Communication of ideas, Individual voli-
tion, Social volition, Emotion, Religion and Moral-
ity deal with the internal world of human beings. A
path in Roget’s ontology always begins with one of
the Classes. It branches to one of the 39 Sections,
then to one of the 79 Sub-Sections, then to one of

the 596 Head Groups and finally to one of the 990
Heads. Each Head is divided into paragraphs
grouped by parts of speech: nouns, adjectives,
verbs and adverbs. Finally a paragraph is divided
into semicolon groups of semantically closely re-
lated words. Jarmasz and Szpakowicz (ibid.) give a
detailed account of Roget’s structure.

The distance equals the number of edges in the
shortest path. Path lengths areas follows.
• Length 0: thesamesemicolon group.

journey’s end – terminus
• Length 2: thesameparagraph.

devotion – abnormal affection
• Length 4: thesamepart of speech.

popular misconception – glaring error
• Length 6: thesamehead.

individual – lonely
• Length 8: thesamehead group.

finance – apply for a loan
• Length 10: thesamesub-section.

life expectancy – herbalize
• Length 12: thesamesection.

Creirwy (love) – inspired
• Length 14: thesameclass.

translucid – blind eye
• Length 16: in theThesaurus.

nag – like greased lightning
As an example, the Roget’s distance between

feline and lynx is 2. The word feline has these ref-
erences:

1) animal 365 ADJ.
2) cat 365 N.
3) cunning 698 ADJ.

Theword lynx has thesereferences:
1) cat 365 N.
2) eye 438 N.

Theshortest and the longest path are:
• feline → cat ← lynx
• feline → cunning → ADJ. → 698. Cunning →

[ 698, 699] → Complex → Section three : Vol-
untary action → Class six : Volition: individual
volition → T ← Class three : Matter ← Section
three : Organic matter ← Sensation ← [ 438,
439, 440] ← 438. Vision ← N. ← eye ← lynx
McHale (1998) measured semantic distance via

edge counting using the Third Edition of Roget’s
International Thesaurus (1962). He showed that
Roget’s does give very good results in this task. It
would be interesting to repeat his experiment, as
the taxonomy of Penguin’s Roget’s is quite



Noun Pair Miller
Charles

Penguin
Roget

WordNet
Edges

Hirst
St.Onge

Jiang
Conrath

Leacock
Chodorow

Lin Resnik

car – automobile 3.920 16.000 30.000 16.000 1.000 3.466 1.000 6.340
gem – jewel 3.840 16.000 30.000 16.000 1.000 3.466 1.000 12.886
journey – voyage 3.840 16.000 29.000 4.000 0.169 2.773 0.699 6.057
boy – lad 3.760 16.000 29.000 5.000 0.231 2.773 0.824 7.769
coast – shore 3.700 16.000 29.000 4.000 0.647 2.773 0.971 8.974
asylum – madhouse 3.610 16.000 29.000 4.000 0.662 2.773 0.978 11.277
magician – wizard 3.500 14.000 30.000 16.000 1.000 3.466 1.000 9.708
midday – noon 3.420 16.000 30.000 16.000 1.000 3.466 1.000 10.584
furnace – stove 3.110 14.000 23.000 5.000 0.060 1.386 0.238 2.426
food – fruit 3.080 12.000 23.000 0.000 0.088 1.386 0.119 0.699
bird – cock 3.050 12.000 29.000 6.000 0.159 2.773 0.693 5.980
bird – crane 2.970 14.000 27.000 5.000 0.139 2.079 0.658 5.980
tool – implement 2.950 16.000 29.000 4.000 0.546 2.773 0.935 5.998
brother – monk 2.820 14.000 29.000 4.000 0.294 2.773 0.897 10.489
lad – brother 1.660 14.000 26.000 3.000 0.071 1.856 0.273 2.455
crane – implement 1.680 0.000 26.000 3.000 0.086 1.856 0.394 3.443
journey – car 1.160 12.000 17.000 0.000 0.075 0.827 0.000 0.000
monk – oracle 1.100 12.000 23.000 0.000 0.058 1.386 0.233 2.455
cemetery – woodland 0.950 6.000 21.000 0.000 0.049 1.163 0.067 0.699
food – rooster 0.890 6.000 17.000 0.000 0.063 0.827 0.086 0.699
coast – hill 0.870 4.000 26.000 2.000 0.148 1.856 0.689 6.378
forest – graveyard 0.840 6.000 21.000 0.000 0.050 1.163 0.067 0.699
shore – woodland 0.630 2.000 25.000 2.000 0.056 1.674 0.124 1.183
monk – slave 0.550 6.000 26.000 3.000 0.063 1.856 0.247 2.455
coast – forest 0.420 6.000 24.000 0.000 0.055 1.520 0.121 1.183
lad – wizard 0.420 4.000 26.000 3.000 0.068 1.856 0.265 2.455
chord – smile 0.130 0.000 20.000 0.000 0.066 1.068 0.289 2.888
glass – magician 0.110 2.000 23.000 0.000 0.056 1.386 0.123 1.183
rooster – voyage 0.080 2.000 11.000 0.000 0.044 0.470 0.000 0.000
noon – string 0.080 6.000 19.000 0.000 0.052 0.981 0.000 0.000
Correlation 1.000 0.878 0.732 0.689 0.695 0.821 0.823 0.775

Table 1: Comparison of semantic similarity measures using theMiller and Charles data

different than in Roget’s International Thesaurus.
We convert the distance measure to similarity

by subtracting the path length from the maximum
possiblepath length (Resnik 1995):

sim (w1, w2) = 16 – [min distance(r1, r2)] (1)
where r1 and r2 are the sets of references for the
words or phrases w1 and w2.

3 Evaluation Based on Human Judgment

3.1 The Data

Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) established
synonymy judgments for 65 pairs of nouns. They
invited 51 judges who assigned to every pair a
score between 4.0 and 0.0 indicating semantic
similarity. They chose words from non-technical,
score between 4.0 and 0.0 indicating semantic
similarity. They chose words from non-technical
every day English. They felt that, since the



Rubenstein
Goodenough

Penguin
Roget

WordNet
Edges

Hirst
St.Onge

Jiang
Conrath

Leacock
Chodorow

Lin Resnik

Correlation 1.000 0.818 0.787 0.732 0.731 0.852 0.834 0.800

Table 2: Comparison of semantic similarity measures using theRubenstein and Goodenough data

phenomenon under investigation was a general
property of language, it was not necessary to study
technical vocabulary. Miller and Charles (1991)
repeated the experiment restricting themselves to
30 pairs of nouns selected from Rubentein and
Goodenough’s list, divided equally amongst words
with high, intermediateand low similarity.

We repeated both experiments using the Ro-
get’s Thesaurus system. We decided to compare
our results to six other similarity measures that rely
on WordNet. Pedersen’s Semantic Distance soft-
ware package (2002) was used with WordNet 1.7.1
to obtain the results. The first WordNet measure
used is edge counting. It serves as a baseline, as it
is the simplest and most intuitive measure. The
next measure, from Hirst and St-Onge (1998), re-
lies on the path length as well as the number of
changes of direction in the path; these changes are
defined in function of WordNet semantic relations.
Jiang and Conrath (1997) propose a combined ap-
proach based on edge counting enhanced by the
node-based approach of the information content
calculation proposed by Resnik (1995). Leacock
and Chodorow (1998) count the path length in
nodes rather than links, and adjust it to take into
account the maximum depth of the taxonomy. Lin
(1998) calculates semantic similarity using a for-
mula derived from information theory. Resnik
(1995) calculates the information content of the
concepts that subsume them in the taxonomy. We
calculate the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient between the human judgments and the
values achieved by the systems. These similarity
measures appear in Tables 1 and 2.

3.2 The Results

We begin by analyzing the results obtained by
Roget’s. The Miller and Charles data in Table 1
show that pairs of words with a semantic similarity
value of 16 have high similarity, those with a score
of 12 to 14 have intermediate similarity, and those
with a score below 10 are of low similarity. This is
intuitively correct, as words or phrases that are in
the same semicolon group will have a similarity
score of 16, those that are in the same paragraph,
part-of-speech or head will have a score of 10 to
14, and words that cannot be found in the same
head, therefore do not belong to the same concept,
will have a score between 0 and 8. Roget’s results
correlate very well with human judgment for the
Miller and Charles list (r=.878), almost attaining
the upper bound (r=.885) set by human judges
(Resnik,1995) despite the outlier crane – imple-
ment, two words that have nothing in common in
theThesaurus.

The correlation between human judges and Ro-
get’s for the Rubenstein and Goodenough data is
also very good (r=.818) as shown in Table 2. Al-
though we do not present the 65 pairs of words in
the list, the outliers merit discussion. Five pairs of
low similarity words are deemed to be of interme-
diate similarity by Roget’s, all with the semantic
distance value of 12. These pairs of words are
therefore all found under the same Head and be-
long to noun groups. The associations made by the
Thesaurus are correct but not the most intuitive:
glass - jewel is assigned a value of 1.78 by the hu-
man judges but can be found under the Head 844
Ornamentation, car – journey is assigned 1.55 and
is found under theHead 267 Land travel, monk –

Hirst
St-Onge

Jiang
Conrath

Leacock
Chodorow

Lin Resnik

Original results N. / A. 0.828 0.740 * 0.834 * 0.791 *
Budanistky Hirst 0.744 0.850 0.816 0.829 0.774
Pedersen Distance 0.689 0.696 0.832 0.846 0.787

Table 3: Comparison of correlation values for thedifferent measures using theMiller and Charles data



Penguin
Roget

WordNet
Edges

Hirst
St.Onge

Jiang
Conrath

Leacock
Chodorow

Lin Resnik PMI-
IR

LSA

Correct 63 17 57 20 17 19 15 59 50

Questions with ties 0 1 18 0 1 1 3 0 6

Score 63 17.5 62.33 20 17.5 19.25 16.25 59 51.5

Percent 78.75 21.88 77.91 25.00 21.88 24.06 20.31 73.75 64.38

Questions not found 4 53 2 53 53 53 53 0 0

Other words not found 22 24 2 24 24 24 24 0 0

Table 4: Comparison of thesimilarity measures for answering 80 TOEFL questions

Penguin
Roget

WordNet
Edges

Hirst
St.Onge

Jiang
Conrath

Leacock
Chodorow

Lin Resnik PMI-IR

Correct 41 16 29 18 16 18 15 37

Questions with ties 0 4 5 0 4 0 3 0

Score 41 18 31 18 18 18 16.33 37

Percent 82.00 36.00 62.00 36.00 36.00 36.00 32.66 74.00

Questions not found 0 11 0 11 11 11 11 0

Other wordsnot found 2 23 2 23 23 23 23 0

Table 5: Comparison of thesimilarity measures for answering 50 ESL questions

oracle 0.91 found under Head 986 Clergy, boy –
rooster 0.44 under Head 372 Male, and fruit – fur-
nace 0.05 under Head 301 Food: eating and drink-
ing.

Tables 1 and 2 show that edge counting using
WordNet 1.7.1 is not as a bad measureas it was for
1.5 (Resnik 1995). This leads us to believe that
WordNet’s taxonomy is now much improved and
that the distances between words are more uni-
form, but the scope of this paper does not allow us
to investigate this. Table 3 shows that it is difficult
to replicate accurately experiments using WordNet-
based measures. Budanitsky and Hirst (2001) re-
peated the Miller and Charles experiment using the
WordNet similarity measures of Hirst and St-Onge
(1998), Jiang and Conrath (1997), Leacock and
Chodorow (1998), Lin (1998) and Resnik (1995).
They claim that the discrepancies in the results can
be explained by minor differences in implementa-
tion, different versions of WordNet, and differ-
ences in the corpora used to obtain the frequency
data used by the similarity measures. There are
also discrepancies with the results obtained by
Pedersen’s software (2002). We concur with Bu-
danitsky and Hirst, pointing out that the Resnik,

Leacock and Chodorow as well as the Lin experi-
ments were performed not using the entire Miller
and Charles set, but a 28 noun-pair subset, as at
least one word of the missing pairs was not in
WordNet when they performed their experiments.

4 Evaluation Based on Synonymy Prob-
lems

4.1 The Data

Another method of evaluating semantic similarity
metrics is to see how well a computer system can
score on a standardized synonym test. Such tests
have questions where the correct synonym is one
of four possible choices. This type of questions can
be found in the Test of English as a Foreign Lan-
guage [TOEFL] (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) and
English as a Second Language tests [ESL] (Turney,
2001), as well as the Reader’s Digest Word Power
Game [RDWP] (Lewis, 2000-2001). Although this
evaluation method is not widespread in Computa-
tional Linguistics, it has been used in Psychology
(Landauer and Dumais, ibid.) and Machine Learn-
ing (Turney, ibid.). In this experiment we use



Penguin
Roget

WordNet
Edges

Hirst
St.Onge

Jiang
Conrath

Leacock
Chodorow

Lin Resnik

Correct 223 68 123 68 68 63 59

Questions with ties 0 3 44 1 3 9 14

Score 223 69.33 136.92 68.5 69.33 66.17 64

Percent 74.33 23.11 45.64 22.83 23.11 22.06 21.33

Questions not found 21 114 6 114 114 114 114

Other wordsnot found 18 340 377 340 340 340 340

Table 6: Comparison of thesimilarity measures for answering 300 Reader’s Digest questions

80 TOEFL, 50 ESL and 300 RDWP questions.
A RDWP question is presented like this:

“Check the word or phrase you believe is nearest
in meaning. ode – A: heavy debt. B: poem. C:
sweet smell. D: surprise.” (Lewis, 2001, n. 938).
Our system calculates the semantic distance be-
tween the problem word and each choice word or
phrase. The choice word with the shortest semantic
distance becomes the solution. Choosing the word
or phrase that has the most paths with the shortest
distance breaks ties. Phrases that cannot be found
in the Thesaurus present a special problem. We
calculate the distance between each word in the
choice phrase and the problem word; the conjunc-
tion and, the preposition to, the verb be are ig-
nored. The shortest distance between the individual
words of the phrase and the problem word is con-
sidered as the semantic distance for the phrase.
This technique, although simplistic, lets us deal
with phrases like rise and fall, to urge and be joy-
ous that may not be found in the Thesaurus as pre-
sented. The Roget’s system is not restricted to
nouns when finding the shortest path – nouns, ad-
jectives, verbs and adverbs are all considered. Us-
ing the previous RDWP example, the system would
output the following:
• ode N. to heavy N., length = 12, 42 path(s) of

this length
• ode N. to poem N., length = 2, 2 path(s) of this

length
• ode N. to sweet smell N., length = 16, 6 path(s)

of this length
• ode N. to surprise VB., length = 12, 18 path(s)

of this length
→→→→ Roget thinks that ode means poem: CORRECT
Note that the shortest distance between ode and
heavy debt is that between ode and heavy.

We put the WordNet semantic similarity meas-
ures to the same task of answering the synonymy
questions. The purpose of our experiment was not
to improve the measures, but to use them as a
comparison for the Roget’s system. We choose as
the answer the choice word that has the largest se-
mantic similarity value with the problem word.
When ties occur, a partial score is given; .5 if two
words are tied for the highest similarity value, .33
if three, and .25 if four. The results appear in Ta-
bles 4-6. We did not tailor the WordNet measures
to the task of answering these questions. All of
them, except Hirst and St-Onge, rely on the IS-A
hierarchy to calculate the path between words. The
measures have been limited to finding similarities
between nouns, as the WordNet hyponym tree only
exists for nouns and verbs; there are hardly any
links between parts of speech. We did not imple-
ment any special techniques to deal with phrases. It
is therefore quite probable that the similarity
measures can be improved for the task of answer-
ing synonymy questions.
We also compare our results to those achieved by
state-of-the-art statistical techniques. Latent Se-
mantic Analysis [LSA] is a general theory of ac-
quired similarity and knowledge representation
(Landauer and Dumais, 1997). It was used to an-
swer the 80 TOEFL questions. The algorithm,
called PMI-IR (Turney, 2001), uses Pointwise Mu-
tual Information [PMI] and Information Retrieval
[IR] to measure the similarity of pairs of words. It
has been evaluated using the TOEFL and ESL
questions.

4.2 The Results

The Roget’s Thesaurus system answers 78.75% of
theTOEFL questions (Table4). Thetwo next best



Penguin
Roget

WordNet
Edges

Hirst
St.Onge

Jiang
Conrath

Leacock
Chodorow

Lin Resnik

TOEFL (%) 94.44 77.78 75.00 94.44 77.78 84.72 68.06

ESL (%) 76.00 60.00 67.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 55.32

Reader’s Digest (%) 74.68 40.47 39.94 40.58 41.12 38.85 37.45

Table 7: TOEFL, ESL and RD results for questions that contain only nouns

systems are Hirst St-Onge and PMI-IR, which an-
swer 77.91% and 73.75% of the questions respec-
tively. LSA is not too far behind, with 64.38%. All
the other WordNet-based measures perform poorly,
with accuracy not surpassing 25.0%. According to
Landauer and Dumais (ibid.), a large sample of
applicants to US colleges from non-English speak-
ing countries took the TOEFL tests containing
these items. Those people averaged 64.5%, consid-
ered an adequate score for admission to many US
universities.

The ESL experiment (Table 5) presents similar
results. Once again, the Roget’s system is best, an-
swering 82% of the questions correctly. The two
next best systems, PMI-IR and Hirst and St-Onge
fall behind, with scores of 74% and 62% respec-
tively. All other WordNet measures give very poor
results, not answering more than 36% of the ques-
tions. The Roget’s similarity measure is clearly
superior to the WordNet ones for the RDWP ques-
tions (Table 6). Roget’s answers 74.33% of the
questions, which is almost equal to a Good vo-
cabulary rating according to Reader’s Digest
(Lewis, 2000-2001), where the next best WordNet
measure, Hirst and St-Onge, answers only 45.65%
correctly. All others do not surpass 25%.

These experiments give a clear advantage to
measures that can evaluate the similarity between
words of different parts-of-speech. This is the case
for Roget’s, Hirst and St-Onge, PMI-IR and LSA
measures. To be fair to the other WordNet-based
systems, we decided to repeat the experiments us-
ing questions that contain only nouns. The results
are presented in Table 7. The WordNet measures
perform much more uniformly and yield better re-
sults, but theRoget’s system is still best.

5 Discussion and Future Work

We have shown in this paper that the electronic
version of the 1987 Penguin Roget’s Thesaurus is
as good as, if not better than, WordNet for measur-

ing semantic similarity. The distance measure
used, often called edge counting, can be calculated
quickly and performs extremely well on a series of
standard synonymy tests. Table 8 shows that out of
8 experiments, the Roget’s system is first every
time except on the Rubenstein and Goodenough
list of 65 noun pairs.

The Roget’s Thesaurus similarity measures cor-
relate well with human judges, and perform simi-
larly to the WordNet-based measures. Roget’s
shines at answering standard synonym tests. This
result was expected, but remains impressive: the
semantic distance measure is extremely simple and
no context is taken into account, and no word sense
disambiguation is performed when answering the
questions. Standardized language tests appear quite
helpful in evaluating of NLP systems, as they fo-
cus on specific linguistic phenomena and offer an
inexpensivealternative to human evaluation.

Most of the WordNet-based systems perform
poorly at the task of answering synonym questions.
This is due in part to the fact that the similarity
measures can only by calculated between nouns,
because they rely on the hierarchical structure that
is almost only present for nouns in WordNet.
WordNet systems also suffer from not being able to
deal with many phrases. A system that is tailored
to evaluate synonymy between pairs of words and
phrases might perform much better than what has
been presented in this paper, but until then, the Ro-
get’s Thesaurus system rules theroost.
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WordNet
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